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Dr Eva Abal from the Moreton Bay Healthy
Waterways partnership says "It is imperative that a
proactive approach is taken to manage algal blooms -
identify the sources of pollution and seek sustainable
solutions to deal with them. Planning to deal with
these events should commence immediately they are
identified before they develop to a level where the
impacts are unmanageable."

The stakeholders of the Healthy Waterways
Partnership are currently developing a strategy to
manage algal blooms in Moreton Bay, specifically
the Lyngbya blooms and the work being undertaken
could help develop a model for our own Roebuck
Bay.

The Bay is an integral part of all Kimberley resi-
dents and a source of wealth generation both finan-
cially and spiritually - surely our community can
work together to solve this threat. d /l .zl a.- ''r -,is threat' 
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MARINE MESS: Mangroves smothered by the algae in Roebuck Bay.

Nutrient or nemesis?
Robbie Vaughan and I were having a quiet chat look-
ing out over magnificent Roebuck Bay; renowned as
an international wader bird habitat, home to dugong,
marine turtles and an incredible diversity of other
marine creatures.

We were speculating on what had become of the
Bay given our combined experiences of several
decades when a titbit of conversation about a recent
algal bloom was overheard.

"It's an algal bloom, Lyngbya majuscula (also
known as Mermaid Hair) - probably due to the
increased nutrient flows into the Bay following this
big wet season that we've been experiencing"

In a natural system, blooms are a part of the cycle
of life and death and their penchant for occurring in
bays and estuaries reflects the rhythm that allows
rivers and creeks to flow in "good" years and nutrient
to build up in "bad".

As many homeowners in search of lush green lawns
know fertilizing with nitrogen will promote the lush-
ness and greenness of the grass. Nitrogen also allows
smaller numbers of farmers to produce the crops that
feed the rest of the human population. Unfortunately,
excess nitrogen in the water makes algae and other
single celled plants (phytoplankton) grow excessive-
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